FINAL NH FEBRUARY TRACKING

Region:
(N=500) n %
West/North ----------------------------------------- 126 25.20
Central --------------------------------------------- 130 26.00
Hillsborough ---------------------------------------- 133 26.60
Rockingham ---------------------------------------- 111 22.20

INTRO SECTION>
Hello, my name is __________ and I am conducting a survey for Suffolk University, the Boston Globe, and WBZ-TV, and I would like to get your opinions on some questions about the upcoming Democratic Primary in New Hampshire. Would you be willing to spend two minutes answering some brief questions? (quota)

A. Are you a resident of New Hampshire?
(N=500) n %
Yes -------------------------------------------------- 500 100.00

1. Gender
(N=500) n %
Male -------------------------------------------------- 220 44.00
Female -------------------------------------------------- 280 56.00

2. Thinking about the Democratic Primary for president coming up next week, how likely are you to vote in the New Hampshire Democratic Primary – would you say you are very likely, somewhat likely, not very likely, or not at all likely to vote in the Democratic Primary?
(N=500) n %
Very likely ------------------------------------------ 461 92.20
Somewhat likely -------------------------------------- 39 7.80

3. Are you currently registered as a Democrat, Republican, or Independent/Undeclared? Or are you not registered to vote yet?
(N=500) n %
Democrat ------------------------------------------ 298 59.60
Republican ---------------------------------------- 0 0.00
Independent/Undeclared -------------------------- 197 39.40
Not registered yet ------------------------------- 2 0.40
Refused ------------------------------------------- 3 0.60

4. What is your age category? {READ}
(N=500) n %
18-25 Years ---------------------------------------- 52 10.40
26-35 Years ---------------------------------------- 80 16.00
36-45 Years ---------------------------------------- 87 17.40
46-55 Years ---------------------------------------- 93 18.60
56-65 Years ---------------------------------------- 99 19.80
66-75 Years ---------------------------------------- 54 10.80
Over 75 Years ------------------------------------- 28 5.60
Refused ------------------------------------------- 7 1.40
5. I'm going to read you a list of the major active candidates who are certified on the New Hampshire Democratic ballot for president. Please tell me who you would vote for or lean toward at this point. If you know who you would vote for, feel free to stop me at any time. {RANDOMIZE}

(N=500) n %
Michael Bennet ------------------------------------------ 1 0.20
Joe Biden --------------------------------------------------- 52 10.40
Pete Buttigieg ------------------------------------------ 109 21.80
Tulsi Gabbard ------------------------------------------ 10 2.00
Amy Klobuchar ------------------------------------------ 43 8.60
Deval Patrick ------------------------------------------ 2 0.40
Bernie Sanders ------------------------------------------ 119 23.80
Tom Steyer ------------------------------------------ 9 1.80
Elizabeth Warren ------------------------------------------ 67 13.40
Andrew Yang ------------------------------------------ 13 2.60
Other ------------------------------------------ 13 2.60
Undecided ------------------------------------------ 59 11.80
Refused ------------------------------------------ 3 0.60

{FOR 5.1 – 5.11}

6. Thinking about your first choice, is your mind firmly made up, or do you think you might change your mind before the primary?

(N=438) n %
Mind made up ------------------------------------------ 238 54.34
Might change mind before the primary ------------------ 196 44.75
Undecided ------------------------------------------ 4 0.91
Refused ------------------------------------------ 0 0.00

{Exclude answer from Q5.1 – 5.11 as an option, respondents must pick another candidate}

7. Who would be your second choice?

(N=438) n %
Michael Bennet ------------------------------------------ 0 0.00
Joe Biden ------------------------------------------ 40 9.13
Pete Buttigieg ------------------------------------------ 63 14.38
Tulsi Gabbard ------------------------------------------ 8 1.83
Amy Klobuchar ------------------------------------------ 41 9.36
Deval Patrick ------------------------------------------ 2 0.46
Bernie Sanders ------------------------------------------ 60 13.70
Tom Steyer ------------------------------------------ 15 3.42
Elizabeth Warren ------------------------------------------ 55 12.56
Andrew Yang ------------------------------------------ 16 3.65
Other ------------------------------------------ 12 2.74
Undecided ------------------------------------------ 122 27.85
Refused ------------------------------------------ 4 0.91

[THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. HAVE A NICE DAY/EVENING.]